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Proxy Voting - Benefits, Challenges and Solutions/
Opportunities through big data analytics
Benefits

Challenges

 Great medium to make investor’s voices heard on
key issues such as ‘Say-on-Pay’, Climate Change,
Gender Diversity, Shareholder Activism etc.

 High volumes during the proxy season. For example An institutional investor might hold stakes in more
than 10,000 companies

 Active Investor’s opportunity to engage with
companies and dialogue the change

 Market driven impediments to proxy voting such as
Share-blocking, Power of Attorney, Share Reregistration etc.

 Voting at the annual general meeting (AGM) can
represent the most transparent manifestation of an
institution’s commitment to active responsible
investing

 Incorporating the Portfolio Manager’s expert insight
into the proxy voting decision-making process
efficiently

Solutions/ Opportunities
 Powerful decision making by integrating the input of the proxy advisers
 Accessibility to the market information
 Technology-based voting consolidation, processing by way of a streamlined process
 Incorporating modern technologies such as algorithmic learning, predictive and big data analytics to address
crucial proxy voting data questions and analyzing the proxy voting patterns based on the historical data.
 Using advanced analytics (i.e., mix of cross-functional, internal and external data) to develop forward-looking
proxy voting insights
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Invesco’s proprietary tool – The Fund Manager Portal:
the hallmark of active ownership
The Invesco fund manager portal differentiates our firm by putting the proxy voting decision
in the hands of fund managers which ultimately leads to informed, timely, and robust proxy
voting outcomes for our clients.
The Fund Manager (FM) Portal is a state-of-the-art,
proprietary proxy voting system which is developed in-house
in 2013 and is currently pending patent in US and India


User-friendly, one-stop, simple and easy front-end interface build
as a Windows application using Microsoft .NET technology which is
linked to in-house proxy database



Allow fund managers to enter voting rationale, recommendations
and complete voting quickly which can be viewed by other FM’s
enabling collaboration and discussions globally



Builds institutional knowledge base across the Invesco complex
with respect to individual companies and proxy issues through
storage of historical proxy data



Provides a flexibility to the Fund managers to independently view
the big historical data which includes research material (both
internal and third party), voting trends etc. with a click of button



FM Portal is integrated with Power BI (Business Intelligence) supported with around the clock coverage
analytics tool which creates personalized dashboards and drive from the governance and administration
teams in US and India.
real time analytics for Fund Managers on key topics like Climate
Change, Say-on-Pay etc. from historical proxy voting data
resulting in efficient decision making.



Tool, currently, provides access to analysis of business data,
research and historical proxy voting data (since 2012) on more
than 7000 corporate issuers. This sums up close to analyzing 1
Tera Byte (TB) of big data in-house.
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Invesco’s Investment professionals are

*All the data and statistics in the slides are as of 21 Sep 2017.

Invesco’s Echo Voting process and future of proxy
voting using Big Data Analytics
Invesco’s Echo Voting Process – Active Passive Investing


At Invesco, we leverage active equity expertise to drive our voting decisions across our index and quantitative
strategies, also referred to as echo-voting.



Echo Voting process helps in leveraging proxy votes of Invesco’s Rank 1 holder of a security to the index and
quantitative strategies funds. This is done by scanning through a big data of security holdings and upcoming
meetings to calculate the rank 1 holder and echoing their votes.

Invesco’s Vision - Future of Proxy Voting using Big Data Analytics
 Integrating advanced analytics technology to the universe of big proxy voting and corporate issuers data with
new techniques like Machine Learning (MI) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to make efficient proxy voting decisions.
 Using Predictive and Prescriptive analytics method to identify patterns which helps in answering questions like
“What will happen next?” (Predictive) to “What shall we do?” (Prescriptive)
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*All the data and statistics in the slides are as of 21 Sep 2017.
Figure source - http://blog.sysfore.com/hadoop-and-big-data-analytics/

Important Information
This presentation is for the attendees of the
Berlin PRI Academic Network conference in
Germany only and is not for consumer use.
Please do not redistribute. Data and statistics
recorded in slides are as of 21st Sep 2017.

financial material carefully before investing. Invesco
does not provide legal or tax advice and we
encourage you to consult your own lawyer,
accountant or other advisor before making an
investment.

The information in this document is presented for
discussion and illustrative purposes only and is not a
recommendation or an offer to buy or sell any
securities or investment advisory services. It should
not be distributed or relied upon by members of the
public or retail investors. Circulation, disclosure, or
dissemination of all or any part of this document to
any unauthorized person is prohibited.

While great care has been taken to ensure that the
information contained herein is accurate and the data
or information supplied by outside sources are
reliable, no responsibility can be accepted for any
errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action in
reliance thereon. This document is not complete
without all pages and the accompanying oral
presentation.

Where individuals or the business have expressed This presentation is issued in Germany by Invesco
opinions, they are based on current market Asset Management Deutschland GmbH, An der Welle
conditions, they may differ from those of other 5, 60322 Frankfurt am Main.
investment professionals and are subject to change
without notice.The value of investments and any
income will fluctuate (this may partly be the result of
exchange-rate fluctuations, adverse issuer, political,
regulatory, market and/or economic developments)
and investors may not get back the full amount
invested. The value of an individual security or a
particular type of security can be more volatile than
the market as a whole and can perform differently
from the value of the market as a whole. Past
performance is not a guide to a future returns.
As with all investments, there are associated inherit
risks and may not be suitable for an investor's goals,
objectives and risk tolerance. Please review all
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